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1: You Gotta Have Heart: Ways to Make Your Script Resonate | ScreenwritingU Magazine
You Gotta Have Character gives us twenty-three real people from real history. As opposed to all those real people from
fake history or fake people from real history. From the introduction by Ken Hite the book takes a humorous look at
history, and gives us the facts (mostly) on some of the oddest set of characters to live and breath.

Feb 13, Great Character: SGHI was shot in beautiful black and white. It featured authentically drawn,
brilliantly evolved African-American characters â€” avoiding stale stereotypes. Story of a woman and her
three lovers. The Mars Blackmon uniform is timeless to urban 80s kids: But Mars is surely not just a
mannequin for fashion brands. Blackmon also wears his quirks, criticisms and comedy like an embedded
badge of honor. You always know exactly where he stands and what he thinks. Those cutting critiques may
not come across with an Ivy League academic version of the alphabet â€” but his Brooklyn state-of-mind is
genuine. He knows his truth â€” and soon we the audience do as well. Aint no psychiatrist, but I believe one of
the reasons Nola Darling was doing all that boning. Anyway, like I was saying. I think she was doing it
because she probably had a bad relationship with her father. There is a super smart balance of vulgar and
comedic escapism that Mars elicits. I used to be panty man. Do you smell something? But he still brandishes a
secret weapon that the other two Nola friends-with-benefits lack â€” his effortless funny bone. When they stop
laughing, I book. But like many tragic realities to our fallen comedic heroes Richard Pryor, Robin Williams,
John Belushi , there is a sullen sense of internal defeat floating behind that wide confident smile. From the
very beginning when Mars joked about moving in with the sexy, educated, artistic Nola Darling, he makes it
known that life with this ideal darling would be better than the one he inhabits alone. Thank you, Jason, for
this post and the entire month-long series featuring characters from Spike Lee movies. You may follow Jason
on Twitter:
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2: You Gotta Have Blue Hair - TV Tropes
You Gotta Have Character Archived. This topic is now archived and is closed to further replies. You Gotta Have
Character. By Steve Long.

Red hair impossible shades: Gin , Hitsugaya , Isane , Kensei , Ukitake whose hair turned white as a young
child due to his illness , Ryuuken Ishida in the manga, his hair was white even in his youth, although the
anime changes this to brown which would make him an example of an implausible hair type Naruto has
Sakura, who has pink hair and Theme Naming based upon her hair colour. If not for her, it would fit possibly
into plausible hair due to the show not being set in Japan even though everyone is culturally Japanese. Many
other character also have odd hair colors, such as Gaara, Sasori, and Kushina Uzumaki with red, Jiraiya with
white even as a kid , Zetsu and the only-seen-on-a-manga-cover seven tailed-host with green, Kisame
Hoshigaki and Konan with dark blue, Suigetsu Hozuki, Sakon and Ukon, Kimimaro Kaguya, Hidan, everyone
from the Cloud Village but Yugito blonde , Karui red , and the Head Ninja black , the aforementioned Kakashi
Hatake, and Kabuto Yakushi all with silver hair, and Juugo with orange hair. On the cover of Volume 24,
Sakon has purplish hair. Madara mentions that Uzumakis well, pure blooded ones anyway all have red hair.
Kishimoto has done this, again, with the Mizukage, who looks blond as in, left uncolored in the manga but a
new cover revealed her to have Chestnut Brownish Red hair. Then her bodyguards, Ao and Chojuro, who had
similarly uncolored hair in regular pages, was shown by a cover to have light blue hair. Hinata, aka the
resident Shy Blue-Haired Girl. The page picture comes from Mermaid Melody Pichi Pichi Pitch , where, for
the mermaids at least except for the Pink ones , hair color also indicates race. Humans and other characters and
Pink mermaids can have any color. Technically, at least Minto and Zakuro may have stylized black hair, and
the anime version of Ichigo is a more or less plausible redhead , but then there are the obviously blonde
Bu-ling and Ryou In the manga, all five girls always have fancy hair colours , transformed or not.
Interestingly, in the manga, Zakuro is said to have black hair at one point, suggesting purple is, indeed, here
just for convenience. Ryou Shirogane , on the other hand, is confirmed to have golden hair and blue eyes via
the scene where Ichigo thinks he is the Blue Knight , citing said features as a similarity. Corrector Yui falls
somewhere in between this and implausible. In the anime, Haruna has normal roan red hair, while Yui, being
blonde, puts it at least at implausible. In the manga, though, Haruna has unmistakably purple hair, and in the
second season of the anime, purple-haired Ai comes in from the real world. To be fair, however, Genkai
originally was strawberry-blonde. Like dying your hair unnatural colors? Mahou Sensei Negima has otherwise
merely Improbable hair, until you get to Misa Kakizaki, the cheerleader with purple hair, and green-haired
Ninja -girl Kaede. The animated adaptations, on the other hand, make it even worse, changing the hair colors
of half the remaining cast. In the manga, Kaede has sandy blonde hair, and Ayaka Yukihiro has golden blond
hair. Evangeline speculates in the manga that Setsuna probably has white hair and red eyes, but dyes her hair
and wears contacts. We have never actually seen this in any of the different versions of the series, though.
Samurai 7 has mostly plausible hair colors: Then we get to redheaded Heihachi, blond Shichiroji and Kyuuzo,
and Ukyo, who actually has blue hair. Higurashi no Naku Koro ni falls victim to this. Rena and Irie has orange
hair very unlikely for Rena, considering neither of her parents do , Rika and Chie have blue hair for no
adequately explored reason, and the Sonozaki family women have green hair. Naturally, no one ever
comments on any of this. It looks like it switches from blue to aquamarine to purple throughout the series, as
well as in artwork, figurines, etc. Except Bernkastel states herself that she and Rika are not the same, and
anyone who would think so is "silly". Possible in real life, but highly implausible on a Japanese teenager and
his stepmom. In Suzumiya Haruhi , most characters hover around the brown-black-auburn spectrum; however,
Ryoko, Emiri, Yuki, and Tsuruya have varying colors of green, blue, and grey. However, nobody appears to
find this strange. Could be that others do have strange hair or that their hair is actually just a visual cue for the
audience to recognize these characters are not exactly normal. Outlaw Star falls somewhere between
Impossible and Plausible hair colors. Most of the characters are white, and any characters of Asian ancestry
have black or dark brown hair. And in a setting where that sort of thing is possible, and modifications of all
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sorts are quite common so much so that neither Gene nor Jim is surprised when their bounty in the first
episode is a cyborg, and Jim has to look up a specific model to figure out his vulnerable spot , if not cheap,
then the possibility of DNA tweaking for aesthetic purposes comes up. Cowboy Bebop has realistic-looking
characters, so the vast majority of them fall under plausible hair colors No explanation given for these unusual
hair colors and nobody notices. Almost no one has normal colored hair in Lucky Star. Most, if not all,
characters with funky hair colors also have that as their eye color. This is completely ignored and lampshaded
further in the dub, where Konata comments that Miyuki is like her mother "down to the last pink hair. For the
humans, though, this is implied to be the result of dye jobs. Clark Kenting related example -- everyone in the
world of Yes! Precure 5 has some shade of brown or black hair, except for the heroines, all of whom have hair
in their respective hero colors even in civilian form. So maybe that throws people off. Saint Seiya has a lot of
characters with impossible hair colors, most prominently Andromeda Shun, who has green hair. In the manga,
most of the Gold Saints have blonde hair, and the only exceptions are Dohko, who keeps his auburn hair from
the anime, Deathmask, who has silver-grey hair in the manga, Camus, who has red hair, and Shura, who has
black hair. The blondes were eradicated in the anime with the exception of Shaka due to too much yellow
when combined with the Gold Cloths. But a manga example would be Saga - his hair goes light purple at
some points. Miho got blue hair too. Kenshin Himura from Rurouni Kenshin happens to have blood red hair.
Miki, Kozue, and Ruka all have different shades of blue hair Ruka himself has two! Kanae herself, on the
other hand, sometimes appears to have very bright green hair. Chigusa and the unnamed main character from
the Sega Saturn game have cyan and magenta hair, respectively. Dirty Pair fall into this: Dawn has dark blue
hair! And now we have Cilan, with bright green hair. Full Metal Panic is mostly realistic, but Kaname has blue
hair often described as black , and the Testarossa siblings are white-haired often described as ash-blonde.
Apparently, no-one finds this strange. All the people that seem to have issues with this in FMP are
Whispereds, and all sorts of nonsense can be attributed to this. In Fumoffu, unnatural hair colors are given out
like candy on Halloween. And then there are the manga covers, which give Sousuke either lavender or light
blue hair for some reason. All members of the Diclonius sub-species in Elfen Lied have hair in varying shades
of pink in the anime, at least. Justified in that they are not entirely human. Also, their hair color, combined
with the cat-ear-like horns on their head, single them out among crowds of humans. Quite unusual for a
manga, all the regular humans actually have realistic hair colors, and only the Diclonii live up to this trope.
Only stand-out among the regular humans is Yuka who has blond hair, but is Japanese. However, we never see
her parents, so she might have some Caucasian blood running in her family. In the manga, the
"third-generation" Silpelit, Mariko, has blond hair, which is completely impossible considering the fact that
her parents were both Japanese and had dark hair. Well, her adopted father did say he picked up overseas
Banner of the Stars has a race of blue-haired space elves. Considering that the Abh were genetically modified
to be able to live in space, to the point of having crafted a sixth sense for flying spaceships, the hair colour is
really the smallest oddity Electric Boogaloo series Weiss Kreuz: Maybe his detractors just hate him a lot. Odd
hair colours might be considered normal, seeing as there are also a large number of incredibly tall or oddly
shaped people like Gecko Moria or Bartholomew Kuma. There are very few characters with green hair so it
might be considered an oddity, whereas blue hair or otherwise is a lot more frequent. There are a few people
with much darker shades of green too. Takedo, the boxer delinquent from Kenichi: The Mightiest Disciple ,
has blue hair. The main cast got hair of different levels of plausibility: Sasame was blond in the manga, but
became white-haired in the anime for a reason, apparently. Most of the Trigun characters have realistic hair
colours, but Legato has blue hair and yellow eyes to underline his weirdness, and some of the "mutant"
characters have green hair, among others. Princess Tutu falls somewhere within impossible and implausible.
In Code Geass , the Japanese characters tend to have realistic brown or black hair, while the Brittanian
characters have somewhat more outlandish hair colors and styles. Tianzi appears to be albino , complete with
red eyes. Mao may be another example of albinism, as well. Possible, when you consider that, whenever his
eyes are shown, they are always "geassed". The anime series Captain Future , based on Sci Fi novels by
science fiction writer Edmond Hamilton, created in Japan in and famous in Europe during the s, featured at
least one main character with blue hair and blue moustache an older male character. Rokudo Mukuro of
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Katekyo Hitman Reborn actually does have blue hair, in a sort of "pineapple" hairstyle that has been made fun
of extensively by the fans and the author. Semi-minor antagonist Nosaru also has purple hair. And at least
three perfectly healthy, youthful characters have white hair and one has gray. Minami Juuji of Nabari no Ou
has inexplicable green-blue hair. Green-haired Dayakka and purple-haired Kiyah. A hair color is normal, or at
least unworthy of comment, if it does not come from alien heritage. And Akane probably actually has black
hair. But, Kaidou with red hair apparently looks much stranger than Kaidou with mauve hair.
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3: She's Gotta Have It - Wikipedia
You Gotta Have Character is an interesting NPC book, with very detailed backgrounds provided for each of the
characters presented, but its limited selection and unwillingness to focus on one time period limits its usability in a
campaign that doesn't include time-travelling.

A list of video games where you can find people with unnatural hair colors. Darkstalkers has Felicia, who has
a lot of blue hair. Morrigan has green while Hsien-Ko has purple. Kid Icarus has Palutena, who has green hair.
Sonic the Hedgehog , while starring anthropomorphic animals with unusual hair colors , averts this usually,
since the human characters have natural hair colors, even in their more cartoony depictions. Maddy has
outrageous bright pink with a giant poofy style, even , Shuuko has a pleasant shade of indigo, and Raika has
light aqua-green hair. And Mega Man ZX is an even worse offender. Ashe has blue hair. Other main
characters have strange hair colours and styles The strangest of them all has to be Prometheus and Pandora.
But Prometheus can kill people with his hair. Albert has two hair colors in a different way than other people.
He has teal hair in his Sage Trinity body, but his "real body" has freaking magenta. ZX aside, the main
universe is actually pretty sensible about this. The original Mega Man did have blue hair at one point, but he
usually switches between black and brown. In Legends , we have the purple haired Mega Man Juno, who is
obviously inhuman, and the mysterious Yuna and Sera and their servants, synthetic lifeforms of indeterminate
type whose humanoid forms resemble black women with light green hair. The X-series is a little more varied.
From Command Mission, we have Nana, who has pink hair with a single white bang, Scarface, who
personifies this trope with light-blue spiky long hair, and the seafoam green-haired Marino. Dynamo from X5
and X6, who personifies this trope with an aqua blue hair. Lumine from X8, who has purple hair that is styled
in a mix between whatever Tron from Legends has going on plus an emo hair fringe, and also from X8 is
Layer with purple hair AND Pallete, who has blonde hair with pink stripes in an The unnamed female
Navigator from Maverick Hunter X, who has pink hair. Elemental - War of Magic - the player can pick any
colour for hair for their Sovereign. Nayuki and Akiko purple , Kano and Michiru blue and magenta , Kotomi
and the twins blue and purple, respectively , etc. Days of Ruin has, despite its generally more realistic tone, a
blue-haired and several teal-haired characters. All of these characters are "clones" of the same character,
however that works. Not that that really explains anything, but still Fire Emblem is pretty notorious for its
strange hair colours, especially for the Lord characters, the vast majority of whom have blue hair. Ask
someone who only knows who Marth is from Super Smash Bros. Gaiden was inconsistent as to whether Alm
had blue or green hair he had blue in the manuals and green in the actual game , so his DLC appearance in
Awakening split the difference, giving him green hair with blue roots. Shadows of Valentia , finally
establishes Alm with green hair. In fact, Fire Emblem characters can often tell their own families by hair color.
In the Elibe saga, red-haired Roy and blue-haired Lilina inherited the hair colors of their respective fathers
Eliwood and Hector , and Nils and Ninian from the prequel have the same pale blue-green hair.
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4: You Gotta Have Blue Hair | All The Tropes Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
You Gotta Have Character is my favorite kind of book â€” one that examines personalities from history that are so
funky-cool, messed up that you just have to find a way to work them into your game. This book has a character that you
will want to use no matter what game system you use or genre you play.

Erin of the Erin Esurance commercials has pink-colored hair. Asian Animation Simple Samosa features
Dhokla, who has a tuft of green hair on top of his head. Sonoko and Iori have purple, Yumemi has pink, and
Tomoe seemingly has white. A few of the guys in Yandere Heaven possess odd colors while the rest have
black, brown or blond hair. Atsushi and Ayumu have green, Kakeru has purple, Minase has silver and Katsumi
has lavender. Comic Strips Used for comedy in The Lockhorns. While the couple passes a woman with literal
blue hair, Leroy mutters "Remember when blue hair meant being old? Sedine from InSecurity sports a bright
shade of purple. Pinballs Annie from Asteroid Annie and the Aliens has green hair for some unspecified
reason. Eddsworld had Laurel, a one-time character in the "Movie Makers" episode. The population of the
Kingdom of Gwain all have technicolor hair. And eyes as well. Nikki from Camp Camp has mint-green hair,
as well as pink technicolor eyes. This is odd, given that other than her and her mother, no other character has
odd hair or eye coloration like this. Bill and his sister, Whitney, are the only members of the main cast with
unnatural hair colors. He has blue hair and she has pink. Vampire Lord has teal hair. Anjren has light-purple
hair. On the world of Remnant, people honour the memory of a terrible global war that sought to suppress
individuality and artistic expression by naming children after colour associations and letting people express
their personalities through clothing styles, hair dyes, and other forms of artistic expression. As a result, a
number of characters have impossible hair colours. Characters that have Implausible Hair Colour can be found
under that trope. He has a shaggy, unkempt mane of vivid green hair. Emerald Sustrai has mint-green hair, in
keeping with her name. Neopolitan is named after the ice-cream of the same name. She has a tri-colour theme
to match. Her hair is therefore half pink and half chocolate brown. In the pink half of her hair, there are streaks
of white. Ciel Soleil, who has a sun-and-sky theme, has very dark blue hair that borders on blackish-grey.
Depending on lighting, it sometimes can look either pale purple or dusky pink. Neptune Vasillas light blue
hair, which goes with his heavy water themes. Sage Ayana has very dark green hair, similar in colour to the
plant. Reese Chloris has mint-green hair, which matches her eyes. Nadir Shiko has bi-coloured hair: Real Life
The celebrated "Glowing Green Monkeys", who were created by gene-splicing lab monkeys with
bioluminescent sea creatures. Their hair only glows under fluorescent light, however, and looks more of a dull
greenish-brown under normal conditions. Bioluminescent pigs, on the other hand, are bright yellow. A
potential result of overexposure to cobalt or indigo dyes during industrial processes. Purple squirrels have
been showing up around the world. Can be invoked using hair dye. The famous green cat that became a
internet sensation.
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5: Great Character: Mars Blackmon (â€œSheâ€™s Gotta Have Itâ€•)
Jason Walters' popular Digital Hero column profiling famous, unusual, and intriguing people from world history makes
the leap to hardcopy in You Gotta Have Character, Vol. I.

May 9, Great Character: All of these accolades emerged from Mr. Story of a woman and her three lovers.
Against the backdrop of the same culturally eclectic enclave of creativity that Spike Lee himself emerged from
â€” Fort Green Brooklyn , Nola Darling holds down her own spacious loft apartment, crafts artwork for a
living, and ignites passionate candlelight around a nocturnal shrine, better known as her bed. I consider myself
normal, whatever that means. Some people call me a freak. I hate that word. Better yet, I hate labels. Nola has
three male suitors that are vying for primary consideration status during their scheduled intimate
arrangements. Greer Childs makes the most money, but has an insatiable ego of arrogant vanity. Who was
going to own it? The beauty of Nola Darling is that she is sexually active without being portrayed as a sex
object. Nola is sexy, smart, ambitious, and is totally comfortable gripping the steering wheel of her sex drive
in and out of lustful lanes of traffic. She challenges the double standard of promiscuous males leaping from
lover to lover that women get socially shamed for. Darling is practicing polyamory without deceit; each
partner is fully aware that their relationship with Nola is wide open â€” whether they want it to be or not. In
my experiences, I found two types of men: It seems that men are taught not to be in touch with themselves,
with their true feelings. But the things that they do say? Aside from Jamie, Greer and Mars, Nola has also
innocently initiated the arousal of her female friend Opal. That alone is worth the price of admission for this
film as we know right away we are interfacing with a compelling woman the likes of which, especially up to ,
we had not often seen on screen. Plus the fact Nola has many suitors makes her an especially intriguing
Attractor figure. Thank you, Jason, for this post. You may follow Jason on Twitter:
6: You Gotta Have Blue Hair/Anime | All The Tropes Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
You gotta have character! That's the secret sauce that won the Cubs their first World Series in years, says team
president Theo Epstein. Sunday's.

7: Warehouse 23 - You Gotta Have Character
You Gotta Have Character features nearly two dozen of these individuals " History is full of intriguing people, be they
heroic or depraved, warriors or pacifists, artists or barbarians, wise men or fools and they all make fascinating NPCs for
your games.

8: Video Games / You Gotta Have Blue Hair - TV Tropes
Black Men Failed Black Women This Is Why They Don't Respect You (George Macon) Oshay Vlogcast Channel
watching Live now People Attract Who They Are - Duration:

9: You Gotta Have Character | RPG Item | RPGGeek
The Trope Namer, Homestar Runner, spoofs this when a fan named James asks what Strong Bad would look like as an
anime character. Strong Bad decides that he'd be shiny and have huge green eyes, cooler boots, and blue hair ("You
gotta have blue hair.".
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